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ABERNETHY (J.) Lectures on the Theory and Practice of Surgery.
8vo. Lond. 1830.

AIRY (G. B.) Astronomical Observations made at the Observatory
of Cambridge. By George Biddell Airy, Esq. M.A. Vol. II. For
the Year 1829. 4to. Cambr. 1830.

ALDINI (G.) Saggio di Osservazioni sui Mezzi Atti a migliorare la
Costruzione e l’Illuminazione dei Fari; con Appendice sull’ Illumi-
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——— A short Account of Experiments made in Italy, and
recently repeated in Geneva and Paris, for preserving Human Life,
and Objects of value, from Destruction by Fire. Lond. 1830.

——— Art de se préserver de l’Action de la Flamme, appliqué
aux Pompiers et à la Conservation des Personnes exposées au Feu;
8vo. Paris 1830.
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for the Year 1832. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

——— Almanaque Náutico y Efemerides Astronómicas para los
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Observatorio Real de Marina de la Ciudad de S. Fernando. 8vo.
Madrid 1827, 1828, y 1829.

AMOUGIES (C. d’). Miscellanea J. B. G. Camberlyn d’Amougies,
Equitis. 8vo. Gandæ 1828.

ANATOMY. Vade-Mecum of Morbid Anatomy, Medical and Chirur-
gical; with Pathological Observations and Symptoms. Illustrated
by upwards of 250 Drawings. 8vo. Lond. 1830. (Anonymous.)

ANNUAIRE. Pour l’An 1830. 12mo. Paris 1829.
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ARCHÆOLOGIA: or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Antiquity. Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London. Vol. XXIII. Part I. 4to. Lond. 1830.


ASIATIC RESEARCHES; or Transactions of the Society instituted in Bengal, for inquiring into the History and Antiquities, the Arts, Sciences, and Literature of Asia. Vol. XVI. 4to. Calcutta 1828.


Committee of Correspondence of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. 8vo. Lond. 1830.


Ephemeris for Occultations of Fixed Stars by the Moon, for the first six Months of the Year 1830. By Professor Troeger of Dantzic.


AULDJO (J.) Narrative of an Ascent to the Summit of Mont Blanc, on the 8th and 9th of August 1827. 4to. Lond. 1828.

AVDALL (J.) History of Armenia. By Father Michael Chamich; from B.C. 2247 to the Year of Christ 1780, or 1229 of the Armenian Era. Translated from the original Armenian, by Johannes Avdall, Esq. Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. To which is appended a Continuation of the History, by the Translator, from the year 1780 to the present date. 8vo. Calcutta 1827.

AVOGADRO (Le Chev.) Remarques sur la Loi de la Force Elastique de l'Air par rapport à sa densité dans le cas de compression sans perte de calorique, et sur celle de la Chaleur Spécifique de l'Air par rapport à la température et à la pression. 4to. Paris 1828.

BABBAGE (C.) Reflections on the Decline of Science in England, and on some of its Causes. By Charles Babbage, Esq. Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge, and Member of several Academies. 8vo. Lond. 1830.
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——— Appendix to the preceding. 8vo.
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CASA (V. de la) Oposcolo Analitico di Geodesia Sublime dell’ Imp. R. Capitano Don Vittorio de la Casa. 8vo. Vienna 1824.

CATALOGUE. British Museum: Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Drawings, &c. forming the Geographical and Topographical Collection attached to the Library of His late Majesty King George the Third, and presented by His Majesty King George the Fourth to the British Museum. fol. Lond. 1829.


CHANCERY. Calendars of the Proceedings in Chancery in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth; to which are prefixed, examples of earlier Proceedings in that Court, namely, from the Reign of Richard the Second to that of Richard the Third, inclusive. From the originals in the Tower. Printed by Command of His Majesty King George the Fourth, in pursuance of an Address of the House of Commons of Great Britain. Vol. II. fol. Lond. 1830.

CHILDREN (J. G.) Ochseneimer and Treitschke. A short Abstract of the Characters of their Genera of the Lepidoptera of Europe. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

CLANNY (W. R.) A Lecture upon Typhus Fever. 4to. Lond. 1828.

CLARK (J.) The Influence of Climate in the Prevention and Cure of Chronic Diseases, more particularly of the Chest and Digestive Organs: comprising an Account of the principal places resorted to by Invalids in England, the South of Europe, &c.; a comparative Estimate of their respective merits in particular Diseases; and general Directions for Invalids while travelling and residing abroad. With an Appendix, containing a series of Tables on Climate. 8vo. Lond. 1830.


A Treatise on the Eye, and on Optical Instruments, being Part II. of A System of Optics. 8vo. Cambr. 1830.

COLERIDGE (S. T.) On the Constitution of the Church and State, according to the idea of each, with aids towards a right judgement on the late Catholic Bill. Second edit. 12mo. Lond. 1830.

CONNAISSANCE DES TEMS, ou des Mouvements Célestes, à l’usage des Astronomes et des Navigateurs. Pour l’An 1832. 8vo. Paris 1829.
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John George Children, Esq. F.R.S.
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CRIMINAL CODE, printed by direction of the Right Honourable Robert Peel, Secretary of State for the Home Department, as (amongst other purposes) the Basis of the Consolidation and Amendment of the Criminal Law. 7 vols. 4to. Lond. viz.—

 Coining .................................. 1825.
 Ditto Vol. II. Part II. .................. 1829.
 Forgery ................................... 1826.
 Game Laws ................................ 1828.
 Burglary, Housebreaking, and Church-robbing. 1826.


——— Questions on Crombie’s Gymnasiwm, adapted to the third edition. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

——— Natural Theology; or, Essays on the Existence of Deity and of Providence, on the Immateriality of the Soul, and a Future State. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

CURTIS (J. H.) A Synoptical Chart of Diseases of the Ear; showing their Order, Classification, Seat, Symptoms, Causes, and Treatment. Lond. 1830.


DAVENPORT (R.) The Amateur’s Perspective; being an Attempt to present the Theory in the simplest form, and so to methodize and arrange the subject as to render the practice familiarly intelligible to the uninitiated in a few hours of study. 4to. Lond. 1828.

——— A Supplement to “The Amateur’s Perspective.” 4to. Lond. 1829.

DAVIS (J. F.) A Candle, made in Japan, of Wax obtained from the Berry of a Shrub, which has been named Rhus Succedaneum. 1829.

DAVY (E.) On a new Acid and its Combinations. 8vo. Dublin 1829.

DAVY (J.) On the Specific Gravity of the different Parts of the Human Body. 8vo. 1828.
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Edmund Davy, Esq. F.R.S.

John Davy, M.D. F.R.S.
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DILLWYN (L. W.) Memoranda relating to Coleopterus Insects found in the neighbourhood of Swansea. 8vo. Swansea 1830.


EVEREST (Rev. R.) A Journey through Norway, Lapland, and part of Sweden: with some Remarks on the Geology of the Country; its Climate and Scenery; the Ascent of some of its principal Mountains; the present Political Relations of the two Countries; Statistical Tables, Meteorological Observations, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

FELLOWS (C.) A Narrative of an Ascent to the Summit of Mont Blanc. 4to. 1827.


FLORA BATAVA. 4to. Amst. No. 81—84.


FURITANO (A.) Lettera sulle Osservazioni fatte da F. Lancellotti e N. Covelli all’ Analisi delle Acque Termali di Termini. 12mo. Palermo 1829.


Donors.

John Davy, M.D. F.R.S.

L. W. Dillwyn, Esq. F.R.S.

Professor Dirichlet.

R. Duppa, Esq. LL.B.

Professor Encke, F.R.S.

The Rev. Robert Everest, M.A.

Charles Fellows, Esq.

Il Can. Alfonso Filipponi.

H. M. the King of the Netherlands.

The Commissioners of Public Records.

Professor Furitano.

Dr. Le Gallois.

Mons. M. F. Garnier.
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GODMAN (J. D.) Description of a new Genus and new Species of extinct Mammiferous Quadruped. 4to. Philad. 1830.


GORING (and PRITCHARD) Microscopic Illustrations of a few new, popular, and diverting Living Objects; with their Natural History, &c.; conjoined with accurate Descriptions of the latest improvements in the New Microscopes; the best methods of constructing their Mountings, Apparatus, &c.; and complete instructions for using them. 8vo. Lond. 1830.

GOUGER (R.) A Letter from Sydney, the principal Town of Australasia, edited by Robert Gouger; together with the Outline of the System of Colonization. 12mo. Lond. 1829.

GRANVILLE (A. B.) St. Petersburgh; A Journal of Travels to and from that Capital, through Flanders, the Rhenish Provinces, Prussia, Russia, Poland, Silesia, Saxony, the Federated States of Germany, and France. Second edition. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

GRAY (J. E.) Illustrations of Indian Zoology; consisting of coloured Plates of new or hitherto unfigured Indian Animals, from the Collection of Major-General Hardwicke, F.R.S. Selected and arranged by John Edward Gray, F.G.S. Part I. and II. fol. Lond. 1830.


HISTOIRE DES MACHINES À VAPEUR, depuis leur origine jusqu'à nos jours. 8vo. Paris 1830.

HALL (B.) Travels in North America in the Years 1827 and 1828. 8vo. Edin. 1829.

——— Forty Etchings from Sketches made with the Camera Lucida, in North America, in 1827 and 1828. 4to. Edin. 1829.

HAYS (I.) Description of a Fragment of the Head of a new Fossil Animal, discovered in a Marl Pit near Moorstown, New Jersey. 4to. Philad. 1830.
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The Society.
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John E. Gray, Esq.

Professor Hachette.

Captain Basil Hall, R.N. F.R.S.

Isaac Hays, M.D.

Charles Joseph Heidler, M.D.

John Hennem, M.D.
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HENNE N (J.) Sketches of the Medical Topography of the Mediterranean; comprising an Account of Gibraltar, the Ionian Islands, and Malta: to which is prefixed a Sketch of a Plan for Memoirs on Medical Topography. By John Hennen, M.D. F.R.S.E. Edited by his Son J. Hennen, M.D. 8vo. Lond. 1830.

HENRY (W.) The Elements of Experimental Chemistry. The Seventh Edition, comprehending all the recent discoveries. 8vo. Lond. 1829.

HORSBURGH (J.) Ten Charts of the East Indian Seas. 1830.


ITALIAN SOCIETY. Memorie di Matematica e di Fisica della Società Italiana delle Scienze residente in Modena. Tomo XX. Parte contenente le Memorie di Fisica. 4to. Modena 1829.


JOHNSON (G. W.) A History of English Gardening, Chronological, Biographical, Literary, and Critical; tracing the Progress of the Art in the Country from the Invasion of the Romans to the present Time. 8vo. Lond. 1829.


KENDRICK (E. E.) Conversations on the Art of Miniature Painting. 12mo. Lond. 1830.

LEA (I.) Observations on the Genus Unio, together with Descriptions of eighteen new Species; and of the Genus Symphynota, now separated from the Family of Naiades, containing nine Species. 4to. Philad. 1829.
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John Hennen, M.D.

William Henry, M.D. F.R.S.

J. Horsburgh, Esq. F.R.S.

C. Hullmandel, Esq.

The Royal College of Surgeons.

The Society.

The Italian Society of Sciences.

The Publishers.

George W. Johnson, Esq.

Mons. M. Jomard.

Miss Emma Eleanor Kendrick.

Isaac Lea, Esq.

Mons. H. S. Le Prince.
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LIBRI (G.) Mémoires de Mathématique et de Physique. Tome premier. 4to. Florence 1829.

LINDLEY (J.) An Outline of the first principles of Botany. 12mo. Lond. 1830.


——— On the Determination of the Orbit of a Comet. 4to. Lond. 1829.

MACILWAIN (G.) Surgical Observations on the more important Diseases of the Mucous Canals of the Body: being a second edition of the Author’s Treatise on Stricture of the Urethra; to which are added, Practical Observations on Contraction of the Oesophagus and Rectum; an Essay on the Diagnosis of Hernial and other Tumours in the Groin; with Remarks on Tracheotomy, as connected with the Treatment of Chronic Laryngitis. 8vo. Lond. 1830.


MAHON (Lord). The Life of Belisarius. 8vo. Lond. 1829.


——— Carta que comprende las Costas del Seno Mejicano, construida con las Observaciones Astronomicas y Cronometricas hechas por varios Oficiales de la Marina Real Española é Ynglesa, y por otros individuos de ambas naciones. Por D. F. Bauza, de la Real Sociedad de Londres. 1829.

MARIANININ (S.) Saggio di Esperienze Elettrometriche. 8vo. Venezia 1825.

——— Memoria sopra la Scossa che provano gli animali nel momento che cessano di fare arco di comunicazione fra i poli d’un elettromotore e sopra qualche altro fenomeno fisiologico dell’elettricità. 8vo. Venezia 1828.

Donors.

Mons. H. S. Le Prince.
Dr. Leroy.
Signor Gugli. Libri.
John Lindley, Esq. F.R.S.
The Linnean Society.
J. W. Lubbock, Esq. B.A. F.R.S.
George Macilwain, Esq.
East India Company.
Viscount Mahon, F.R.S.
The Board of Ordnance.
Don Felipe Bauza, F.R.S.
Professor Marianini.
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MORIN (P. E.) Mémoires composés au sujet d’une Correspondance Méteorologique, ayant pour but de parvenir à prédir le temps beaucoup à l’advance sur un point donné de la Terre. 8vo. Paris 1829.


MUELLER (W.) Zweiter oder Technischer Theil der Beschreibung der Sturmfudden an den Küsten der Nordsee und der sich darin ergessenden Flüsse und Ströme, am 3ten und 4ten Februar 1825. 8vo. Hannover 1828.

——— A Cosmophere, with a Planetarium, Tellurium, and Lunarium, invented by Major William Müller.


——— Mélanges de Botanique et de Voyages; Premier Recueil. Paris 1811.


——— Recueil de Rapports et de Mémoires sur la Culture des Arbres Fruitiers. 8vo. Paris 1815.
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